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Gerhard ULRICH of Guntalingen
Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges

September 1st, 2018

catharsisgu@gmail.com

Mr. Christophe DARBELLAY
State Councillor
Departement of economics and
education
Place de la Planta 1
PO 478
CH-1951 Sion
Prison van, in which the Police did kidnap Lea, executing orders issued by the KESB

cc: To whom it may concern

Denunciation of Anton SCHMID and Corinne ROVINA-BLATTER,
KESB Brig, for abduction of the child Lea (14)
Mister DARBELLAY,
Your mail of July 26, 2018 to the mother of the child (see enclosure) is telling
me that you got desinformed by the manipulators of the KESB in Brig.
Presentation of reply:
Her parents divorced when Lea was 12 years old. Lea was temporarily
destabilized. Her mother was seeking advise at the psychiatrist of youth
Jeannette LEIGGENER. Breaking trust, this woman threw daughter and mother
into the grazing ground of the KESB. Having lived in a harmonious recomposed
family, they became suddenly the prey of irresponsible tyrants.
At the start, Lea was placed in the boarding school Mattini, close to the home of
the mother and she went to a public school. Being above average intelligent, she
was under-challenged. Suffering from the separation, she skipped repeatedly
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school for making visits to her mother. She was punished mercilessly and moved
from one extra-cantonal institution to anotherone. She ended up in hospital.
Consequences: serious traumatisation, up to suicidal tendencies, and a
psychosomatic illnes of her lungs, which started to heal, when Lea got
permission to return in her family for a limited period. For love of her mother,
she promessed to get disciplined. As mentioned, this girl has an above average
intelligence (favorite subject and teacher: mathematics). However, charlatans
classified her to be allegedly unteachable. The mother was blamed to have too
good a relationship with her daughter. The KESB under the presidency of the
candidate to the Federal Council, Viola AMHERD persisted to have Lea exiled
to a home in the canton of Bern. Mother and child resisted in bravery. On
Tuesday, August 28, 2018 ROVINA and accomplices were striking. A task force
composed of 6 policemen + 3 clerks of the KESB kidnapped this desesperate girl
in the flat of her family. Happily, she failed to jump from the balcony. A fixed
medical consultation for curing her lung illness was missed. Lea, who is allergic
to animal hairs is actually imprisoned in a home alongside with animals. 7
weeks of contact ban between the family and the girl!
Not the slightest emergency prevailed. The KESB did not even consider it
worthwile to issue a formal decision. The boss of the police task force, Heinen,
having managed the raid on the spot, confirmed this fact to me.
In the absence of an enforceable decision, the crime of child abduction is
fulfilled. This is an offense to be prosecuted ex officio.
Requests:
1. Lea shall return immediatly back home to her family.
2. This denuciation has to be transmitted to the competent authority.
3. You impose the right of reintegration in a public school, being free of
charge at the living place of the family.
Sincerely yours
Gerhard ULRICH of Guntalingen
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